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ABSTRACT

Qualification of new MTR fuel needs the irradiation in research reactors under representative neutronic, heat
flux and thermohydraulic conditions. The experiments are performed in France in the OSIRIS reactor by
irradiating MTR full size fuel plates in the IRIS device located in the reactor core. The fuel plates are easily
removed from the device during the shutdown of the reactor for performing thickness measurements along the
plates by means of a swelling measurement device.

Beside the calculation capabilities, the experimental platform includes :

• the ISIS neutron mock-up for the measurement of neutron flux distribution along the plates,

• the y spectrometry for the purpose of measuring the activities of the radionucleides representative of the
power and the burnup and to compare with the neutronic calculation. Owing to the experience feedback,
a good agreement is observed between calculation and measurement,

• destructive post irradiation examinations performed in the LECA facility (Cadarache).

New irradiations with the IRIS device and at higher heat flux are under preparation for qualification of MTR
fuels.

1. Introduction

Qualification of fuels for plate-type MTR needs the irradiation in research reactor under
representative neutronic, heat flux and thermohydraulic conditions. CEA is engaged since the
1980s in the reduction of enrichment of MTR fuel by studying the behavior under irradiation
of full-sized plates, initially on silicide plates and more recently on UMo plates. Experiments
on UMo full-sized plates are indeed one feature of the French UMo fuel development
program.
The first experiments were performed in the SILOE reactor (Grenoble) by irradiating silicide
plates in the dedicated IRIS device. After the definitive shutdown of SILOE at the end of
1997, a new IRIS device is operated in the OSIRIS reactor (Saclay) for the qualification of
MTR full-sized plates.
The CEA experience feedback in operating successfully the IRIS device from 1994 consists
of irradiations of:

• U3Si2 plates with enriched U of 19.75% 235U,
• homogeneous and mixed U3Si2 plates for the FRM 2 reactor,



• UMo plates with a high fuel loading, in order to cover the needs of a wide range of
reactors and to anticipate the high performance expected for the next MTR generation
like the JHR project in France. These experiments are named IRIS 1 and IRIS 2 in [1].

In order to make use of the irradiation, the OSIRIS reactor is surrounded with other
capabilities forming an experimental platform.
This paper describes our capabilities in the field of MTR fuel testing and qualification. As a
conclusion, we will consider the future irradiation experiments to be performed in the OSIRIS
reactor.

2. The experimental platform

To be successfully completed the qualification experiment calls for a wide range of facilities
and skills provided by the experimental platform :

• The OSIRIS reactor with the ISIS neutron mock-up,
• The capabilities of neutronic, thermic and thermohydraulic calculations,
• The irradiation device,
• A thickness measurement device providing a fine evaluation of the swelling of each

irradiated plate versus the burnup,
• The y spectrometry examination for determination of the burnup and of the profiles of

the fission products,
• The post irradiation examinations (PIE) undertaken in the LECA facility (Cadarache).

The experimental platform is shown on figure 1.
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Fig 1. The experimental platform

2.1 The reactor

The OSIRIS research reactor is rated at 70 MW thermal power and is of open-core pool type.
The MTR fuel irradiations are carried out in the core which can accomodate up to 16
experiment devices in locations where the fast neutron flux (> 1 MeV) is between 1 and 2
1018 n/m2.s. Structures placed outside the core can simultaneously receive many other devices
at the periphery. OSIRIS cycle lengths range from 3 to 5 weeks. The intercycle phases are
turned to account for examination and swelling measurement of the experimental plates.
The reactor is associated with the ISIS neutron mock-up (700 kW thermal power). ISIS
reactor is especially intended for acquiring knowledge of reactor and irradiation neutronics,
such as thermal neutron flux profiles.



2.2 The irradiation device

The IRIS device is of the same geometry as a OSIRIS standard
fuel element. It is cooled by the water of the reactor core cooling
system. The device is made up of an Al alloy body connected to
an upper assembly that prevents the plates from sliding out as the
water flow is upwards. The top set can be retracted during the
reactor inter-cycle unloading of the device in order to remove the
fuel plates for observation and swelling measurement (see figure
2). The IRIS device can be loaded with four plates, either inert or
fuel plates, separated by inert Al alloy plates [2].

Fig 2. The IRIS irradiation device

The experimental plates are 641.9 mm long, 73.3 mm wide and 1.27 mm thick. The maximum
weight of Utot per plate is 500 g and that of 235U 100 g.
The main advantages of the IRIS device are :

• It is reusable,
• The ability of load and unload the plates between reactor cycles,
• The ability of follow up irradiation of plates after removal of some other plates,
• A large choice of irradiation conditions according to its location in the reactor

core,
• A maximum swelling of each plate of 250 (im, value above which cooling of the

plates inside the test channel could be disturbed,
• A maximum 235U burnup of 80% (on an average) on the plate,
• The survey of the plate cladding status by detection of any failure of the cladding.

Up to now the device was operated during 16 reactor cycles.

2.3 The swelling measurement device

At the end of each irradiation cycle the plates are removed from the device after a few hours
radioactive decay of fission products. After inspection by means of a submerged camera to
detect possible imperfection or corrosion indication on the cladding, the fuel plates are placed
one by one onto a specific thickness measurement bench immersed in the OSIRIS working
pool.
The plate to be measured is slipped into upright grooves till the measurement position. The
bench represented schematically on figure 3 includes two LVDT (Linear Voltage Differential
Transformer) sensors arranged in opposition. This differential method avoids problems
associated with the positioning of the plate. The sensors can be moved horizontally or
vertically over the surface of the plate, while remaining in contact, by means of step by step
motors. Measurement of plate thickness are carried automatically, for instance according to 5
lenghtwise plotting lines with a predifined advancement pitch and one crosswise trace at the
maximum flux plane. Specific measurement modes are also used for scanning some areas
more precisely. Two reference gauge plates are fixed on the device to calibrate the system at
each measurement campaign. Measurements on a notched calibration plate are carried out
before and after each campaign on fuel plates in order to ascertain that system performance
does not become degraded over time.
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Fig 3. The plate thickness measurement device

The measurement bench is qualified with repeatability tests on the reference gauge plates and
with thickness measurement and temperature tests on a notched calibration plate. Combined
with an assessment of the systematic and random measurement error these tests yield an
overall uncertainty of ± 9.9 (im (with k=2). Adding the correctness error of 6 (im to this
uncertainty gives a maximum uncertainty of ± 15.9 (im.
As an example figure 4 depicts the evolution of a UMo plate thickness with irradiation for one
lengthwise measurement.
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Fig 4. Plate thickness variations with irradiation cycles

2.3 The neutronic calculations



The IRIS irradiation device is not
provided with means of neutron flux
measurement. A particular attention is
therefore paid to neutronic calculations
for monitoring the irradiation. The
neutronic monitoring carried out in the
context of fuel plate qualification
consists in determining the following
for each irradiated plate :

• release of heat and burnup
reached (overall effects),

• the fission sources in each
mesh for determining the radial
distributions of heat flux and
burnup,

• the heat flux, the fission
density and the burnup in the
maximum flux plane
corresponding to the median
plane (local effects),

• fission products activity for
comparison with gamma
spectrometry measurements,

• the residual power and the
fission products inventory at
the end of the irradiation

• the maximum peak surface
power density for safety
assessment.

The complete calculation sequence is
shown in the following flowchart:
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The fission products activity issued from the neutronic calculation scheme is used for
comparison with measurement in the context of y spectrometry scanning (see hereafter) for
the purpose of measuring the activities of the radionuclides representative of the power and
the burnup as well as the respective vertical and transversal distributions.

2.3 The gamma spectrometry

Gamma-ray spectrometry is a non destructive examination technique commonly used in
nuclear fuel studies. The results provided by spectrometric analysis in the frame of fuel plate
qualification irradiation consist in :

• validating the neutronic calculations and hence the irradiation monitoring,
• relating the plate swelling profile and evolution to the power or to the burnup,
• evaluating the integrated fission densities.

The spectrometer bench is submerged in the reactor pool, near the core (figure 5). This
enables a flexible and rapid transfer of the plates to be scanned without conveying through hot
cells. The table supporting the plate is vertically and horizontally moved by stepping motors
in front of the adjustable collimator. The motors step is adapted to the aimed spatial
resolution. The radiation is detected by a Ge HP crystal with a very good efficiency (< 1.8



keV) and the complete spectrum (< 3MeV) is stored for further
analysis. The cooling and acquisition times are optimized
according to the nuclides of interest. In the case of fuel plates the
examined nuclides range typically fiom 131Te-Ito137Cs.

Fig 5. The y spectrometry device

A first set of results concerns the spatial distributions of radionuclides counting in order to :
• study the behaviour of fission products,
• select the nuclides of interest for the irradiation (i.e. burnup and power),
• calculate the form factors on the interest zones of the plate.

Averaged power distributions over irradiation duration can be given fiom 132Te-1,131Te-I,
14OBa-La or 95Zr-Nb analysis according to their lifetimes. Figure 6 illustrates the power
distribution obtained from 95Zr-Nb. For longer irradiation duration (several reactor cycles),
137Cs depicts the best the burnup and is reprentative of the whole fissions fiom the start of
irradiation.
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Fig 6. power distribution on a UMo plate

Other informations are obtained from quantitative analysis as a result of the counting rates
• of interest zones with an increased statistics,
• of y standard radiation sources in order to quantify each fission product activity.



These activities are used for comparison with the values issued from neutronic calculations.
From the experience feedback a good agreement is observed betwen calculation and

measurement either in absolute value or in relative distribution (figure 7)
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Fig 7. comparison between measurements and calculations

2.4 Measurement of neutron flux profiles

As no instrumentation is implemented in the IRIS device the thermal neutron flux axial
profiles are measured in the ISIS neutron mock-up reactor at the selected locations.
Measurements are performed by the mean of gold foil detectors mounted on Plexiglas blades.
These blades are placed, while ISIS is shut down, in the middle of the water channel between
the fuel plates to be irradiated during 20 minutes. A cadmium shield to correct the epithermal
activation part covers one detector. Plexiglas material is chosen for its neutron absorption and
scattering characteristics, similar to the water. Typically 9 to 15 detectors are used to establish
the axial flux profiles and the form factors in the fissile zone of each plate.
The detector activities are determined by y spectrometry in the OSIRIS spectrometry
laboratory, with one of the detectors being calibrated in the Henri Becquerel National
Laboratory (French standards laboratory).
Besides these measurements ISIS can also be used for safety assessment (measurement of
reactivity effect, quantification of flux raise at the edges of the fissile zone).

2.5 Thermohydraulic calculations

Thermal-hydraulics simulations are performed thanks to two different computer codes:
SIRENE-4 devoted to the system calculations and FLICA-3M devoted to the core
calculations. Both codes are linked, SIRENE-4 providing boundary conditions for FLICA-
3M.

The SIRENE-4 computer code uses a single-phase thermal-hydraulic flow model and allows
steady states and transients calculations. It is written in a modular way allowing to describe
easily the different components of the hydraulic system. For instance OSIRIS uses the
following modules: the core with the upper and lower plena, the pipe, the heat exchanger and
the pump modules. A point kinetics model with six delayed neutron groups is used to
calculate the power evolution during transients. The three heat exchangers are lumped in one
equivalent heat exchanger axially meshed. A similar modelling is adopted for the four pumps.
The pump model is a point model: the pressure elevation through the pump is given by a
parabolic low function of the rotation speed and the volume flow rate.



The primary system and the swimming pool are likewise described. Temperature, mass flow
rate and heat exchange coefficient are prescribed on the secondary system side of the heat
exchangers as boundary conditions. Another set of boundary conditions (temperature,
pressure) is given at the top level of the swimming pool to take into account the free level at
atmospheric conditions.
Within the frame of OSIRIS safety studies essentially two kinds of accidents are simulated:
loss of pumps and line breaks. Calculations are performed till the natural circulation
stabilizes.

The FLICA-3M computer code is a two-phase flow sub-channel analysis code. The
hydrodynamic model is a four equations model: the mass conservation equation, the
momentum and energy balance equations for the mixture and one phasic energy balance
equation to account for thermal disequilibrium encountered essentially for subcooled boiling
flows. The model also includes empiric closure relationships for frictional pressure drop, heat
exchange, wall superheat, slip ratio between phases, evaporation and condensation. FLICA-
3M allows steady states and transients calculations. The calculation domain is divided into
several fluid channels axially meshed. Various refinement levels are implemented in order to
achieve a precise calculation in the hottest channel. Thermal-hydraulic and thermal coupling
can be used between different channels. It is then possible to see the effect of a radial power
distribution along a fuel plate in term of mass flow rate axial repartition.

SIRENE-4 and FLICA-3M are used together to evaluated safety margins during normally and
abnormally situations. Under normal operating conditions the flow across the core is checked
to be entirely in liquid phase. During incidental or accidental conditions safety criteria have to
be respected. During accidental transients, the most often used safety criterion is related to the
flow excursion phenomenon. The occurrence of flow excursion has to be avoided since at low
pressure this phenomenon is immediately followed by ebullition crisis. Hence, among all
safety criteria, the most limitative is the Onset of Nucleate Boiling.

A complete work of validation has been achieved and is regularly extended.
To validate SIRENE-4, periodical piezoelectric lines (pressure measurements at different
points of the primary system) are exploited. FLICA-3M validation is based on both Onset of
Flow Excursion experiments and reactor elements characterization. The global calculation
scheme is validated using on-site loss of pumps tests.

2.6 Post irradiation examinations

A wide range of post irradiation examinations are carried out at CEA-Cadarache LECA
facility after irradiation. They included non destructive and destructive examinations. These
characterizations are essential to assess microstructure evolutions during irradiation [3].
First of all, visual observations and dimensional measurements are done in order to choose
location of interest for destructive examinations sampling and check outer appearance of the
cladding (oxide layer, pitting, ...).
Fuel microstructure is observed by
metallographic examinations. The main
objective is, by comparison with fresh fuel
microstructure [4], to have a general
behaviour understanding of its evolution, i.e.
aluminium consumption, porosity (shape and
location), meat clad contact, ... (Fig. 8) Fig 8 : UMo/Al fuel microstructure



Then, scanning electron microscope examinations are done for microstructure examination at
higher magnification. For example fission gas bubbles shape and location are studied versus
burnup on polished samples (Fig. 9).
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Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) characterisation gives complementary information on
major chemical component repartitions. Thereby, EPMA on IRIS1 experiment has shown
fission product accumulation at interdiffusion phase and aluminium interfaces [4]. Moreover,
quantitative analysis of concentration profile gave interesting results on aluminium location.
Indeed, the EPMA on IRIS1 samples established that, for the studied irradiation conditions,
no aluminium diffusion is observed in UMo particles and the global composition of the
UMoAl interaction product exhibits a higher aluminium content than assumed until this new
result [3],[5], i.e. a global composition which could be written as "U-M0AI7". X-ray
diffraction gives the structural evolution of the fuel.

3. Conclusion

The facilities and resources described above allow to irradiate and to qualify MTR fuel plates
in the OSIRIS reactor. Two irradiation programs on UMo fuel are now under preparation.
The aim of the first program is to find a cure of the unexpected behaviour encountered on
UMo dispersion plates during qualification irradiations in French, US RERTR and Russian
experiments [1].
The second program consists in irradiating UMo plates for the FRM 2 reactor for the selection
and the qualification of the plates composition. The irradiations will be carried out at clad
temperature higher than 100°C corresponding to peak surface power density on the IRIS
plates about 300 W/cm2. As the maximum peak surface power density on the IRIS plates is
limited to 231 W/cm2 for safety reasons, test irradiations have been carried out recently with a
fuel plate instrumented with thermocouples in the IRIS device in order to check the
thermohydraulic models especially during the shutdown transients of the reactor primary
pumps. Results of these tests will be used to get authorization from the Nuclear Regulator for
irradiating plates at maximum peak surface power density of about 300 W/cm2.
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